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Rescue Saw conversion kits
for universal application–
cut different materials

• perfect cooling of
the chain due to
open design
• Much longer
lifetime
• tool-less removeable
depth gauge for Full
length cutting

To rescue persons, to reach the source of fire and to
create ventilation openings rescue saws are essential.
The heat-resistant titanium guide bar with cobalt
inserts and the tearproof Raptor carbide chain have
been developed for the toughest operations, the rescue
chainsaw cuts different materials such as insulating
material, light metal plates, light bricking, timber
formwork and wooden beams with nails and screws,
tar board roofing cardboard, plastic materials, acrylic
plastic, multi-layer glass etc. The tool-less depth

gauge allows a precise control of the cutting depth. It
can be removed in seconds without tools for full length
cutting. The carbide chain is very durable and has a
very high cutting force.
The rescue power cutter has a special VentMaster
diamond disk. This disk cuts steel, metal, brick,
concrete, fiberglass, wood and glass without loss of
cutting depth during the life of the disk. The adjustable
depth gauge allows precise and controlled cuts up to
the maximum cutting depth.

Highest cutting force
Tool-less Depth Gauge

conversion kit
A rescue saw
in only 5 minutes
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VentMaster™ Multi-Cut
Tool-less Depth Gauge

The tool-less depth gauge allows a precise control of the cutting depth from
1 cm to 15 cm (20 cm). It can be removed in seconds without tools for full
length cutting. Due to the open design the chain is
better cooled for a much longer lifetime.
cobalt guide bar

Features COBALT alloy inserts at the wear points.
This alloy is extremely hard with excellent wear,
galling, and impact resistance. It will retain these
properties at very high operating temperatures.
Raptor carbide chain

Features an “open dual raker” design to protect the carbide cutters and for
an effective cooling of the chain – for a higher operating time.

The conversion kit consits of a guide bar, the
depth gauge (tool-less), a mufﬂer deﬂector
guard, a sprocket and the special chain.
Optional: Full-wrap handle.

Multi-Cut
H372XP-40

Multi-Cut
H372XP-50

Multi-Cut
H576XP-40

Multi-Cut
H576XP-50

Power Head

Husqvarna 372XP

Husqvarna 372XP

Husqvarna 576XP

Husqvarna 576XP

Engine power

3.9 kW (5.3 hp)

3.9 kW (5.3 hp)

4.2 kW (5.6 hp)

4.2 kW (5.6 hp)

Guide bar

40 cm

50 cm

40 cm

50 cm

Chain pitch

0.404

0.404

0.404

0.404

VentMaster™ Cut-Off
Ventmaster™ Diamond Cut-off Saw Blades

A complete line of durable diamond cut-off saw blades for emergency
and rescue applications. All blades feature industrial grade diamonds
that are attached using either a vacuum brazing or laser welding process.
KIS-360 Depth Gauge

Available only from VentMaster, the patented depth gauge allows for precise
control of cutting depth.

Models on Request
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